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CHAPTER I
IHTROWCTION

This study is concerned with the teaching of biology in Utah sec-

ondary schools.

It is based chiefly on analysis of:

(1) the teaching

procedures used by thirty..d'iye teachers of biology in Utah who were
designated by their principals as being outstanding teachers. and (2)
the facilities and equipment these teachers think are essential.
As long as schools exist there will be need for studies concern...
ing teaching Mthods• facilities, and equipment.

Man•s ever..widening

knowledge about science and the wide range in abilities of pupils in

our schools llake such studies in science particularly i.Jiportant.
Perhaps the following will serve to eDphasize this point of view.
Major (9, P• 95) pointed out in his thesis that the objectiTes
of biological sciences haTe changed significantly in the last fi:f'ty
years.

By inference teaching procedures sboul.d also change.

Riv11n (15, p. 109) has discussed this relationship as follows:
There is so close a relationship among the goals of education. the content and organization of the curriculUlll1 the
methods of teaching, that major changes in educational goals
should be reflected in corresponding changes in the currie•
1llum, and changes in the curriculua des.nd cbanges in
JIIBthods of teaching.

Hoff (5, p. 115) has written:
There is no royal road to learning, but there are techniques
of bparting information and of effecting growth of pupils
which are more efficient than other methods. It behooves
those in the field of education to uploy the methods which
have been found to be more efficient in the light of our
scientific studies in teaching procedure and educational
psychology-.

2

The Collllll1ttee on the Teaching o! Biology (14, p. J6) found that
teachers want more and better special Dtethods courses.

The areas

where they wished f'urtber emphasis were:
1.

Improving 1aborator,y and deliiOnstration techniques.

2.

Courses in observation and practice teaching.

J. Training in techniques £or schools which have 1itt.le
equipment and material.
StUe:s and Dorsey (17 1 p. 69) SUDIII2d up the situation as follows:
When the procedures of evaluation are focused upon teaching
rather than the papil 1 several glaring weaknesses are
revealed. Teachers use poor methods. Teachers and laymen
are litt.le concerned about llll!lthods. Institutions preparing
teachers have £ailed to provide opportQnities for prospective
teachers to observe the use of democratic methods 1m
laboratory schools.
In view of the recognized i.Jiportance of' J119tb.ods, facilities. and

equ1plll8nt to successful teaching of science, it was decided to under..
take a study to see what the situation is in Utah secondar,y schools

with respect to these matters.

.A.t the outset. consideration was given

to conducting some kind of evaluation of the teaching of biology in
every high school or junior high school in Utah in which the subject
was taught.

Since this seemed to be impractical• an alternative pro-

cedure was agreed upon.

This was to devise a way of selecting a

sampling of teachers considered to be especiall.y successful. and then

to have the study included only this particular group of teachers.
In order to select these teachers a letter was sent to each high

school principal in Utah and to the principals of thirty...three junior
high schools in which biology was taught.

These letters indicated the

general nature or the study and asked the principal to nolllinate a
teacher to be included i t he so desired.
teachers were named.

By this process thirty-nine

It is recognized that this procedure J1B:3' not

3
have produced the best teachers, but it did provide a list of teachers
which were highly regarded by administrators.
Some consideration was given to making a personal visit with all
teachers named.
were made.

As a subsequent part of the study 11 a few such visits

To obtain the main body of data for the study, however. it

was decided to construct a questionnaire which would seek answers to
three main questions:

(1)

What teaching procedures or methods. and

what physical facilities, both supplies and equipment 1 are being used
by successful teachers of biology?

(2)

AsSUDing opti.Jrwn conditions.

what methods. supplies, equipment, and classroom facilities do these
teachers recommend?

(3)

What are the reasons for any d.iscrepanpies

which occur between teacher practices and recommendations?
In order to interpret these data some infonu.tion about the

teachers was also needed.

Accordingly, the first section of the

questionnaire was designed to gather specific information about the
individual teacher.
Qlestions for the remainder of the questionnaire were obtained
from a review of the literature as indicated in the next chapter of
this report.

A complete copy of the questionnaire is included in the

appendix.
Chapter III deals with the presentation and analysis of the data,
chapter IV with the swmnary and conclusions. and chapter V with the
recommendations.
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CHAPTER

n

UVIBW OF THE LITERATURE

Biological science teaching procedures
'!he teaching methods, procedures, and techniques in biological
sciences are many and varied.

Probably few subjects in the

currie~

ul'11Jil of a modern secondary school so lend themselves to such a variety

of teaching procedures.

For this reason, it is impossible to list all

the teaching procedures used in biological science; therefore, several
authorities on this S11bject were consulted through their writings, and
any desirable teaching procedures were recorded.

BefE>re one observes this list, it should be noted that no one of
the procedures can be considered best for all learning sitmations.
The teaching procedure mast depend upon the desired objectives of the
cc::urse.

Soue teaching methods my be more desirable than others in

certain instances, and some are used JJIOre frequently than others.
Some are eDployed. with greater success when experienced teachers apply

them;

so~~e

work well in a college erwironment and fail lliserably in

the high school; however, among successful teachers it was asSUDted
that certain patterns of instruction would be foand to be more gener...
ally successful than others.
Heiss and Obourn (4, pp. ll4-1J8) describe and list the following
teaching procedures:

I.

Techniques for Developing Functional
1.
2.
J.

4.

5.
6.

The lecture method
The demonstration method
Tbe laborator,r Jaethod
'!he textbook method
The individual IIBthod
The small group plan

~ledge

5

7. The developmental method

a.
II.

Techniques for Developing Scientific Attitttdes
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
III.

The use of wide readings
The use of planned exercises
The use of tlil.e laboratory period to deyelop a
desirable attitude
The study of superstition and unfounded beliefs
The influence of the teacher and the atmosphere of
the classroom in developing desirable attitudes

Techniques for Developing Appreciations
1.

IV'.

Appreciations mst be taught directly

Techniques for Developing Interest
1.
2.

A.

The unit-problem method of instruction

c.

Occasional use of unusual. demonstrations
Stalifying learning in itself UJ' be dramatic and
challenging

Kinsey (7, p. 18) bas probably coJpiled one of the most

comprehensive lists of teaching methods in biological science subjects.
His list was one of the major contributors in the construction of the
final questionnaire used in this study.
1.
2.

His entire list is as follows:

Discussion
Recitation

3. Quiz
4.

Teacher demonstration

.5. Student laboratory
6. Field work

7. All-day picnics
8.

Individual projects

9. Balletin board exhibits
10.
ll.
1.2.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Class projects
Student reports on special readings or projects
IA:tcturettes by the students
Problem questions for home study
Demon:strations through microscopes or micro..projects
Lantern slide lectures
Moving pictures
17. Oatside lectures
18. Wall charts, ups, and Jllodels
19. .M:tseua collections
20. Student eare of live plant and anial 11aterial
21. Borrowed collections
22. Special readings
23. Public exhibits

6
24.
25.
26.
27.

Competitions
Prizes for nperior work
Junior academy of science
Question and answer box

After reading through this list. it sh<)llld become apparent to the
reader that the old teaching forJIIlla• lectare...assign...recite~:xperillentwrite up, can and mst be supplemented with aore vivid arxi concrete
experiences for the learner.

Today, these additional uethods of

instruction can and should make learning 110re
concrete.

attractive~

real. and

The learning experiences in biological sciences need not be

drudgery, nor should they be painful.
to the learner.

Learning shcW.d be attractive

Probably the most beneficial way of improving the

desirability of learning is through the application of adequate

teac~

Miller and Blaydes (11, p. 41) have prescribed the following
classification of teaching methods:
1.

The textbook - recitation method

2.

The laboratory method

3.

The demonstration • discussion method

4. The problem ... project method
These authors further conclude, •These four groups include the ele...
ments of nearly all other methods which are, in most cases, JIOdi.fica...
tions or combinations of them."
Another classification of teaching lllBthods was proposed by Stiles
and Dorsey (17, pp. 79...82) in their recent publication:

Two patterns of teaching are controlled and dominated by
teachers. They emphasize the ll8aorization of subject matter
and the kind of thinld..ng that attempts only to supply the
correct responses to teacher directed questions.
Teacher...centric methods of teaching
1.

The recitation

2.

The lecture method

Pupil ...centric methods are based upon the needs and problems
recognized and accepted as important by the pupils.
Pupil-centric methods of teaching
1.
2.

3.

The laboratory method of teaching
The project method
The dramatic method

Co...()perative group methods of teaching
1.
2.

3.

The socialized recitation
Group discussion method
Teacherwpupil planning

Grambs and Iverson in their book, M:>dern Methods in Secondary
Education, (2, pp. 1-.560) have discussed several different teaching
techniques and methods.

Sone of the principal methods they mention in

connection with science teaching are:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
ll.
1 2.

13.
14.

15.

Group experiments
Demonstrations
Audio-visual aids
Unit plan
Project method
Problem approach
Field trips
Industrial excursions
Tours
Individual experiments
Write...ups
Drawings
Published manuals or workbooks
Student and teacher made laboratory workbooks
Experiments

Arthur G. Hoff (5, pp. 119-155) has presented a rather interesting classification in regards to teaching methods:

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

'!be unit plan
Lecture method
The reference method
The contract plan
The flexible assign.D'Ent
'!be question and answer method

The author concludes that, •Critical evaluation on the basis of modern

8
philosophies of education gives the unit plan advantages over other
methods of teaching."
Another classification, based on items which may lend reality and
concreteness to the instructional procedure. is presented by A. D•
.KJ.eller:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

(U, pp. 20,5-206)
Visua~

aids - pictures, slides, motion pictures,
specimens, collections, models, charts, maps, ~obes,
graphs, and blackboards.
Field trips
IJ!)cture - demonstration
Laboratory work by pupils
Dramatization

This author has also presented a list of the methods and tech...
niques he believes are an indispensable part of classroom instruction.
This list is presented as follows:
1.
2.
.3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Textbook and collateral reading
Question and answers
The lecture or telling method
The problem method
Socialized c~ass procedures
The project method
Measuring techniques

In :many source books and materials pertaining to general teaching

procedures in the secondary school there is a section or part devoted
to special teaching methods and techniques in a science class.

(5, P• 16.3) has included in his book what might
typical section in this regard.

Hoff

be considered a

The special uethods he lists for

science teaching are as follows:
1.
2.
.3.
4.

Directed or supervised study
Conducting the laboratory
Demonstration and field trips
Evaluation or testing

Principles

.2!

~

teaching methods

A. further series of desirable teaching methods was gleaned from a

variety of sources as indicated in the following quotations.

In order

9
to prevent major duplications, each statement is numbered as are those
in the subsequent lists, a1though these numbers do not appear in the

original sources.
1.

"Materials for learning should be presented in as many concrete ways as possible in order to reduce abstractions."
(6, p. 12)

2.

"The teacher who would avoid the dry rot of teaching JlllSt
expose himself, as well as his students, to a variety of
methods." (7, P• 17)

3.

"The biology course will not effectively ollli.t opportunities
for the students to handle laboratory materials." (26, P• 113)

4.

"I would like people to begin to walk before they try to fly,
to be master of a few things before they become too dependent
on the deductive procedure." (32, p. 24)

.5.

"We can all i.JIIprove our teaching by Jlaking better use of
living plants and animals in our laboratories. Then we
would be teaching biology -- the study of living things."
(33, p. 50)

6.

"Every learning activity should be pointed toward definite
aims. 11 (15 , pp. 60..J. 06)

7.

"Science resources of the co1n1nity and ellV'ironment are used. •
(19, p. 20)

8.

"Particular emphasis is placed on experinlents."

9.

"Avoid technical terms before beginners.•

(19, P• 20)

(7, pp. 14-15)

10.

To everyone who has any memry of his own youth, it would
seem obvious that biology should center about live material
and living processes.• (7, P• 12)

11.

"On the basis of data now avaUable there seems to be no
reason for substituting the teacher demonstration for more
than a part of the individual laboratory." (7, p. 107)

12.

11

"It causes less confusion in the :mi.rxis of beginning students
(7, p. 52)

i f plants and animal material are segregated."

13.

"One method that has value in several directions is that of
planning the course with the pupils instead of merely for
thea." (13, p. 188)
Harry N. Rivin (1.5, pp. 60-106) has complled and forJilllated sol'tle

interesting and useful principles in regard to teaching procedures:

•
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14.

The good teacher understands and

respect~

his students.

15. The good teacher understands and respects the material he
teaches.

16.

The ~~ethods of teaching JUSt be appropriate

to the students.

the subject matter, and the teacher.

17.

~arning

18.

Things before ideas. and ideas before words.

19.

:I.arning activities should be related to student needs.

20.

Learning activities should be arranged in a graded sequence.

21.

The development of attitudes and interests mst be planned as
carefully as is growth in knowledge and skill.

22.

The teacher unst help provide for individual differences in
student's abilities and interest.

23.

The textbook should be subordinated to its proper role as an
aid to learning.

is an active process.

Paul De H. Hurd (6 .. p. 13) has produced a constructive group of

principles which can easily be applied to

~ccessful

biological

science teaching:

24. Group activities requiring the co-operation of several
students should be used, frequently 1 such as . group de1110n...
strations, panel discussions, and committee reports.
25.

Students Should be encouraged to work on individual
of their selection.

proble~

26. Most teaching procedures produce better results when students
read extensively in a wide variety of references rather than
froa a single textual source.

2'7. ScieDce facilities can sti..nulate and

u.ke possible better
teaching techniques or make good techniques extremely
difficult.

28.

A wide variety of teaching procedures in which active

student participation is required is .,re likely to result
in effective learning than the use of one :uethod.

29.

Teaching methods which provide the student with an opportu•
nity to use or apply his knowledge to probleJIIS of daU,.
living are highly desirable. A fair part of class t~
sbould be used tor the application of concepts., principles.

11

scientific attitudes and methods to new situations and to
problems directly related to the life of the student.
30.

Better results are obtained by students in understanding the
principles and concepts when only a comparative few principles are taught.

31.

Students should be given considerable opportunity to become
acquainted with and use a variety of sources in gathering
data for a problem.
Another valuable source for the collection of these principles

which may govern and influence effective science teaching was reproduced from the Utah Public School Survey Commission (19 • P• 20).

The

following list is only a portion of the entire section devoted to
science:
Evidences of the schools concern for providing opportunities
for yoath to mature with increased knowledge, attitudes and
skills about the field of science.
32.

Provisions are made for some pupils to use the science
facilities outside of regularly allotted class time.

33. Practice is provided in applying important scientific
principles in laborator.y situations.

34. Manipulation of scientific equipment and measures with
scientific instruments are required •

.35. Opportunity is provided for pupils to design and construct
technical or semi....tecbnical apparatus and equipment •

.36. Reading

and interpreting various types of scientific publica"
tions is encouraged.

37. Opportunities for performing inductive and deductive laboratory e:xperi.Jnents are provided.
The Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards (1, p. 180)
has contributed some important rules for successful science instruction:

38.

Instruction is directed toward clearly forJilllated,
prebensive ( or long range ) objectives.

COlll!-1

39. There is evidence of careful planning and preparation of the
instructional activities.
40.

Flexible or differentiated assignments are used to provide
for individual pupils.

12
41.

Science resources · of the coDUIWlity and environment are used.

42.

Pllpils participate in planning, conducting and evaluating the
instructional activities.

4).

Particular emphasis is placed on experiments.

44.

lb:lels, charts. and specimens are used in the instructional
activities.

45. E:f'f'ective use is made of' audio-Yisual aids in the instructional activities.

46. Field trips are conducted.
4?.

'lbe classrooa instructional act1Y1ties are integrated, when...
ever desirable, with extra-class science activities •

48.

Science activities of varying degrees of difficulty are
provided.

•

WUliaa L. Wr1nkl.e

~~akes

a significant state11ent which seeJID.S to

supplement what has been listed above.

49. Whole learning is now recognized as an economical way of
learning. The whole in sc.ience refers
generalization, or problem. Therefore
should be so organized that all 0f the
will contribute to an understanding of
generalization. (20, p. 152)

to the principle,
the unit of work
learning situations
the principle or

The above fort;r-Gi.ne principles were all included in one fora or

another in the questionnaire.
George Gre.isen Mallinson (29, p. 1?8) has reported in an exper...
iaent performed on secondar,r school biology students in New York State
that the ind.ividual laborator,r shows a slight trend to..rard better
preparation of the st11dents for the General Biology Regents Examjnation
than does the lecture

~

demonstration method.

Paul Kahn, (2?, pp. 31-39) attempted to eompare the relative
demonstration and the indiYidual laboratory .111ethod in college biology.
His results were:

(1)

The individual denK)nstration method resulted

in an increase in the a.)t!Dt of subject matter learned aDd retained as
compared with the individual laboratory

:~~~etbod

alone, (2) the

13
individual de110nstration vas best used in conjunction with the laboratory method and toward the end of specific units of work, (3) science
students and pupils with low

~~ental

ability succeed greatest with the

individual demonstration method.
Thomas

w.

Steen and Edyth T. Jones (34, pp. 95-97) conducted an

experi.nent at the junior college level in p}\ysiology and anatoJV
classes.

The results were:

(l)

Superior student profited .ore by

the lecture - deJII')nstration method, (2) students of limited scholastic

aptitude profited more by the indiYidual laboratory method, (3) no
evidence supported the individual laboratory method over the lecture ...
demonstration method.
K. E. Anderson. F.

s.

Montgo.ery, and R.

w.

Ridgway (21, PP•

295•298) report in a study performed in eight Kansas high school
biology classes the following results:
-

(1)

Of the four methods tested

filll ~~ethod. laboratory method, traditional method• and a combina-

tion of these -

t '·

the group ell!ploying the combination of textbook. fila,

and laborato17 •thod achieved better results on the concluding tests.
The author concludes • "A co.abination of these aids (the four indicated
above) will bring better results than aids of only one type.•
William H. Barrand (23. pp. 388-390) reports that his findings
i.Mieate that the lecture •thod J:DaY be superior to the socialized
recitation method in college courses.
John M. Mason and George

w.

Angell (30, pp. 296...304) report that

students who bad been given weekly tests did not score significantJ.y
higher on a deparblental final ex.alaination in college biology than did
students who were given no weekl.Jr tests bit had the week.l..y" tests &Tailable for self-testing and self-scoring.

c.

1.4

w. w.

lnndeman (28, pp. 6J0..6J2) made a study of college student

evaluation of some teaching methods.

His tabulated resul.ts are as

.follows:

1. Discassion Method

206

2.

Lecture Method

1'15

J.

Question and .tnswer Method

1.70

4. Socialized Method

5.

1.63

87

Special Report

His conclusions were:

1. There is value in each type of teaching.
2.

Students do enjoy and profit by classroom participation.

J.

The lecture mthod still stands as the best ground
covering method.

4.

Good college teachers will e11ploy a mixture of methods
to guarantee continued interest and studen.t effort.

Recommendations for equipment

~

Recommendations for adequate

facilities
e~ipment

and facilities in biolog.

ical science teaching are 11W'J3' and yaried.
The Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards (1, P• 179)
has listed the following requirements for adequate l?iologieal science
facilities.
1.

Biology room area of sufficient size to aceomodate
largest class without crowdillg.

2.

A work area. set apart from the regular science classrooms, is provided for activities by indiYidual and
small groups.

J. .A..

full~ equipped deliODetration area or table is provided
which is easily visible to all members of a class.

4.

Science rooms are equipped for use of audio...visual
equipnent.

5. Audio...visual projection equipment is available.

1.5

6.

Laboratory tables are provided for individual and smallgroup work.

7. Cabinets or eases are avail.able for display of
8.

~~aterials.

Storage space is provided for laboratory supplies and
equipment.

....

9. Biology 111a.terials and equipment are provided for class
10.

Demonstration equipment is readily available.

ll.

An aquarium is provided in each classroom used for

biological sciences.
utbur G. Hoff (.5, P• 242) has stated that the biology rooa should
be equipped with the following:
1.

A. de.,nstration desk with water and gas connections.

2.

Two - or tour pupil tablee.

3. Southern or eastern exposure.
4.

Projection for greenhouse, glass covered• with southern
eJq>Osu.re •

.5.

An aaple supply of glass cases should be available for

the purpose of display of aounted speciDens of different
kinds.

He further concludes:

Theoretical.ly, there should be no difference between the
recitation room and the laboratory room fo~ the classes in
science subjects because laboratory aetivitiee and experiments should be injected at a.rry moment when it is necessary.
(.5, p. 241)
There is some controversy concerning the efficiency of
pupil-made equ.ip:ent as compared with facto17...made science
equipJient. The e:xperience of the writer and other science
teachers has been that factory...made science equipJIIent is
JDOre efficient in the long run. (.5, p. 241)
David ..lptekar (22, pp. 33-37) IIB.kes the following appropriate
recommendations for improved science teaching through the application
of better science facilities and equipment:
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1.

A. good library, including vocational books, reference

books • suppleJlemtary' texts, booklets, SaJIPles of
11ater1als• etc. is needed.
2.

Since mch interest is derived from newspapers,
magazines, and sim1lar sources a good filing cabinet
must be accessible.

WUliaJn L. Wrinkle (20. p. 164) has stated in connection with
modern methods that, •A. greater variety of equipment is needed to
administer such a program of teaching than is needed where the conTentional eyerybody...clo...the•saae method of teaching is used. •
So111e of Wrinkle's suggestions are:
1.

Bookshelves arranged in conYenient places.

z.

No basic texts blt 3el'eral different textbooks are used.

3. Well..chosen selections of magazines,. newspapers and
blllletins be made available to the students.

4. Bulletin boards should also supply information.
'l'he Cooperative Study of Secondary...School Standards (1, P• 181)
has made some rather significant recommendations in terms or science
equipment:
1. A. variety of textbook and reference uterials is avau..
able.
2.

Reading material which provides for differences in read...
1ng abilities and science backgrounds of pupils.

3. Science puphlets and nontextual lnllterials are available.
4. Science JDagazines are availabl.e.

5. Well...edited book lists are available.
6. Teacher prepared materials (such as study guides) are
aYailab1e.

7• Fil.JIIB, filmstrips, and slides are available.

a.

Microprojection apparatus is available.

9. M:xiels and specilllens are provided.
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10.

Charts, maps, and siail.ar visna1 aids are prOYided.

11.

Audio aids are available for elassrooa use.

It will be noted that the section on facilities and equipiiBnt in
the questionnaire includes all the iteras referred to in the above
lists.
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CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
1d•ntification of outstanding biological science teachers
As indicated earlier the teachers included in the study were
designated by their principals in response to a letter of request from
the writer and the colllllli.ttee chai.nnan.

These letters were sent to one hundred and nine secondary school
principals throughout the state of Utah.

Seventy-five were senior

high school principals and thirty-d'ou.r were junior high school pri.ncipals.

More senior high school principals were selected because mre

courses in biological science were taught at this particular level.
In fact, all the public senior high schools in the State were included

in this preliminary sa.rvey, and :naa.ny of the junior high schools -particularly in urban areas -

were included.

'ftle l'lU.JIIber of schools included and the returns froa these schools
are shown in table 1.

Table 1.

The lllJilber and percentage of the schools in the preli.Jft.inary
survey and the nu.mber and percentage o! the returned

replies

Total I.Btters
Sent out

Percentage of
Total Letters
Sent oa.t

Percentage
Nu.mber
Returned Returned

Senior High School

75

68.8

42

56.0*

Junior High School

J4

31.2

18

52.9

•

It should be noted that principals were not asked to return cards
1! they desired not to recoJIIJIIend a teacher.
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of the junior high schools and a few senior high schools

indicated that no biological science was being taught in their schools.
In these cases the .subject was probably taught at the other level.

Some junior high school principals indicated that, although no biolog..
ical science classes as such were being taught, some biological
science was being taught in general science classes.
The final results of this prelindnary survey yielded some

nine outstanding biological science teachers.

thir-cy...

Of these thirty-nine

teachers, thirty-two, or eighty-two per cent, were in senior high
schools; and seven, or eighteen per cent, were in junior high systems.
These

fina~

selections were highly

reco~~~~~ended

by their individual

principals.
Tbe teachers who were nominated from senior high schools displayed

a rather eve:n geographical distribution in the State; both urban and
rural areas were well represented.
represented.
representative

Small and large schools were also

In other words, this particular surTey produced a fairl.7
sa.J~ple

of the State t s senior h.igh schools.

The selections from the junior high schools were located in or
near centers of heavy population.

Because the vast aajority of tbe

junior high schools are located in or near popul.ation centers in Utah,
these schools could probablY be considered a typical sample.
Administering the questionnaire
In response to a first request, twenty-seven of the thirty..aine

teachers replied; a second request produced eight 110re.
return was ninety per cent.

The total

M:>st of the returned questionnaires were

COJiilletely filled out, and in some cases even extra or additional
responses were included.

A large majority of the participants re-

quested abstracts of the findings in this project.

.Apparently, a
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great deal of interest and enthusiaSJt was generated.
Of the four teachers who falled to answer the questionnaire, two

were rural senior high school teachers, and two were urban secondar,y
school teachers -

one being a junior high school teacher and the

other a senior high school teacher.

These teachers were located in

widely scattered sections of the State.
The questionnaire (see appendix) is constructed with an introduc-

tion and five separate parts.

The introdllctory section is concerned

with general factors related to the teacher and his teaching situation
and can be answered by selecting the most appropriate response.

Parts

I and III are concerned with the frequency and desirabil.ity o! the
teaching methods selected for study and may be answered by checking
the most appropriate alternatiTe in the key.

If no alternative in the

key seems adequate. the reader may substitute one of his own selections.
Parts ll and IV haTe the same form as do Parts I am III; however,
Part II is concerned with the adequacy of items and provisions for
facilities and equipJIIIBnt, and Part IV is concerned with the teacher's
judgment as to the necessity of these iteJDS and proTisions for
facilities and equipEnt.

Part V is conposed of two essay questions

pertaining to any discrepancies in regard to the reco..endations and
practices o! the preceding parts.
Some data concerning the teachers included in the study and their
teaching assignment
Teaching

combinations~

Many of the reporting teachers indicated

that they taught biological sciences only part of the day, and then
taught some

time.

co~pletely

different subject or subjects the rest of the
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General biology in senior high school was the mst frequently
taught biological science.

General science, which is generally taught

in the ninth grade, was the class ranked second.

This class is a

co~

bination of ph;ysical and biological sciences and, therefore, cannot be
considered a pure biological science; however, in a study of success•
ful biological science teaching in Utah secondary schools this subject
is important because in the case of many students this is the onlY
contact or opportunit,y they have for studying biological sciences.
Table 2 shows a complete breakdown of the biological science
classes these teachers were teaching.
Teaching majors and minors.
minors of the

thirty~ive

Table J lists the teaching majors and

teachers in this study.

As a group, most of these teachers were trained in the biological
sciences; however, five had majors in agriculture and eleven had
majors in other areas.

Apparently, four of these successful biology

teachers had neither a major or minor in the subject.
Teaching

~.

The survey indicates that the teachers had heavy

teaching loads both in terms of the number of students in their
classes and also in terms of the number of periods taught per day.
The Colllmi.ttee on the Teaching of Biology (14, pp. 1-76) reported
tbat on a basis of returns from J ,ll7 teachers an average of 28.2

pupils per class was reported in biology.

The Western area averaged

27 .6, with 29.4 in urban areas and 24.0 in rural areas.

The average

pupil load for biological science teachers of the nation as a whole
was 124.4 students per teacher per day.

Again, urban areas had great-

er enrollments than did the rural areas.
The teaching load of thirty...rive teachers in the present study
(see tables 4 and 5) was somewhat above the national average.
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Table 2.

Biological science teaching combinations of the thirtyood'ive
teachers

Subject

No. Reporting
Teaching it

Percentage of Teachers
Teaching it

1. Biology

27

71.2

2.

15

42.9

.3. Physiology

7

20.0

4. Health or Heredity

7

20.0

5. Zoology

5

14•.3

6.

5

14•.3

1

2.9

Health

1

2,9

Total

68

General Science

Botany

7. Fa.milJ'

e.

Living

100
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Table 3.

College training of thirty..d"ive outstanding biological
science teachers

Teaching Majors

No.
Reporting

Biological Sciences

19

Teaching Minors

Biological Sciences

No.
Reporting
12

Agriculture

5

English

4

Chemistry

2

Psychology

3

Mathematics

2

Mathematics

2

1

Economics

1

Physical Education

1

Physics

1

Educational Administration

1

History

1

Ml.sic

1

Sociology

1

Geology

1

Chemistry

1

Secondary Education

M.s.

other than biological
science, not specified

3

Ani.JIIal

Husbandry

Wild Life Management

1
1

other than biological
sciences • not specified 5
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Table 4.

The total rmmber of periods taught each day and the total
number of biological science periods taught daily b.1 the
thirty~five reporting teachers *
No. of Teachers Reporting
Total No. of Periods

No. of Teachers Reporting
Total No. of Biological
Science Periods

1

1

3

2

2

J

J

1

7

4

1

4

5

14

9

6 or 110re

16

7

No. of periods

*

Of the teachers contacted two were part-time counselors and one was
a principal who taught biology two periods •

Table 5.

The average number of students per class, as
reported by the teachers in this study

No. of Students

No. of Teachers Reporting

15-20

l.

20~5

5

25-JO

11

J5 or more

17

2.5
Degree

~professional

training and experience.

teachers in this study were very well trained.
master'~s

As a whole. the
Fifty per cent had

degrees or the equivalent. No teacher reported training

below that of a bachelorts degree or the equivalent.

This extremely

high degree of professional training nay be one indication of what
would constitnte a good biological science teacher.
Professional. experience., although a fairly consistent factor,,. did

not show the degree of consistene,y as did professional training in
this select group as shown in tables 6 and 7.

Over fifty per cent of

these teachers had over ten years of professional experience; however.
twenty-d"ive per cent bad only from one to four years of experience.
The remaining seven bad from five to ten years experience.

Table 6.

Professional training of the teachers included in this study

Professional Training
Below B.

s.

...

B.

s.

or equivalent

16

M.

s.

or equivalent

18

Ph. D. or equivalent

1

Percentage of Total
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Table

7.

Professional experience of the teachers included in this
study
Professional Experience

1 - 4 years

9

5 .. 10 years

7

Percentage of Total

20.0

19

l.O years or above

Practices and recommendations of successful biological science teachers
After llaDY' obseNations and trials with charts, graphs• and
tables, the following procedures for analyzing the results of the
questionnaire were devised.
Through observing the following tables, one JII8Y' determine Jl8ll1' of

the practices and recommendations o! successful biological science
teachers.

.ls the tables are studied, general patterns for teaching

these subjects emerge.

For e:xaJII)le:

science clubs are used only

rarely; whereas student drawings are used frequently.

It may also be

observed that most teachers have an adequate supply of movie projectors
bu.t do not have enough microscopes.
These various tables will show:

(1) the frequency with which

some teaching methods are employed by these teachers. (2) the adequacy
of certain items of

equip~~ent

and provisions for certain facilities,

(3) the desirability of certain specified teaching methods, and ( 4)
the necessity of so• iteJI13 of equip•nt and facilities.

Tables 8, 9, 10, and ll were arranged to show the actual muaber
of responses each answer blank received and, also. to show the
numerical mean or average for each separate question.
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Tabl.e 8 is concerned with the frequency of use of nineteen teach..
ing methods.

The teaching methods used to the greatest extent with

this group were :

using 1110tion pictures • fil.Jn strips 1 and slides in

the instructional actiTities; lecture and class recitation; using

110dels 1 charts, and speci.Jnens in instruction; simple analytical draw..
ings; and class assignments.

The methods used least were field trips•

science clubs, mineographed study gu.ides, resource Tisitors, and using
labora.t ory JlaDUals and printed diagrams.
Table 9 shows the teacher ratings of the adequacy of certain items
of equipment and !acUities.

The items selected as being the most

adequate were bulletin board and blackboard space ; room equipped for
audio...Tisual aids; JIIOV'ie projectors 1 slide projectors. and screens;
and a Tariety of reference materials.

The least adequate items were

mseum areas" terrariwns, laboratory work areas. and aquariuDs.
Table 10 is concerned with ratings of desirability of certain
teaching methods.

The teaching .:sthods JOOst o.tten selected as high]J

desirable were field trips; using motion pictures, film strips, and
slides; assignments requiring several sources ; and assignments for
individual differences.

The teaching methods selected least were

teaching from mimeographed stud;y guides, class assigmMnts. oral read•
ings, and lecture and recitation.
Table ll shows the teacher ratings concerning the necessity of
certain items of equipment and facilities.

The items selected as being

mst necessary were microscopes; a Tariety of reference publications;
.:xiels, charts 1 and specilaens;
and laboratory work areas.

~etin

board and blackboard space;

The items selected as least necessary were

greenhouses, lllllSium areas. aquari.unts and terrariums, and deJnOnstration
desks.

Table 8.

Frequency of use of nineteen teaching methode

.o

Numerical

Never

Mean

12

7

1. • .3

12

7

2

2.2

2

12

ll

9

1 •.3

9

10

9

5

2

2.4

10

17

6

2

-

.3.0

9

14

10

2

-

2.9

17

9

7

1

...

3.2

lt>dels, charts, and
specimens are used in
instruction
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9

2

2

-

3.5

Lecture and clase
recitation

14

ll

7

4

-

3.0

4
Very frequenUy

Frequent.l.y

1. Field tripe

1

3

l.2

2.

3

ll

3. Resource visitore

l.

4. Group demonetrations,
panel diecussione and
collllllittee reports

Question

Laboratory exercise:.

3

2
Occaeionally

1
Rarely

5. lt>tion picturee, film
stripe, and elidee are
used in inetructional.
activities

6.

Sbple analytical drawings

7. -cl.ass assignments

a.
9.

1\)
(X)

Table 8.

( Continu.ed)

0

4

3

Very frequently

Frequently

2
OccaB1onall7

5

3

6

11

11. -written reports of
laboratory work

6

10

8

4

12. *Mimeographed study guides

3

3

5

15

7

13

12

3

..

14. Representative drawings

4

lJ

14

2

2

2.1

15.

3

l

6

6

19

0.9

5

13

13

3

1

2.5

17. Students involved in
survey • discussion and
decision of teaching units

3

7

10

11

4

1.8

18.

Individual assignments

8

13

8

4

2

2.6

19. Teacher demonstrations

7

15

l2

1

...

2.8

Qllestion

10.

]J.

Laboratory D18DUals and
printed diagrams are
used in instruction

Using living speci.Jnens

Science clubs

1
Rare}J'

'

Never

Numerical.
Mit an

9

1.4

7

2.2

7

1.2
2.4

16. Assignments that require
several sources

•

~
Bach a8terisk indicates an omission of the item by an answering teacher.

Table 9.

Ratings concerning the adequacy of certain items of

Question

4
Entirely
Adequate

J

Adequate most
of the Time

2
Inadequate

20

4

1

4

6

2.5

11

12

10

1

..

2.9

16

10

5

1

J

J.O

21

11

2

~

1

).5

12

14

8

1

1

3.1

9

17

7

...

2

2.6

6

16

12

1

...

2.5

13

5

6

5

6

2.4

11

2

4

11

7

1.7

1. Demonstration desk

2.

Variety of reference
materials

equip~nt

and facilities

1
0
Missing
Missing
but Needed

J. Room equipped for
audio~visual

4.

aids

MOvie projectors, slide
projectors, and nxwie
screens

5· Bookshelves, filing
cabinets

6.

Good film strips, films,
and slides

7. lt>de1s, charts,
speciments

8. Aquarium
9.

Terrarium

Numerical
Average

\...)

0

Table 9.

(Continued)

Question

4
Entirely
Adequate

3
Adequate most
of the Time

2
Inadequate

1
Missing
but Needed

0
Missing

Numerical.
Average

10.

Laboratory work area

11

5

8

5

6

2.3

ll.

Tables for group study

13

5

5

6

6

2.4

12. •Laboratory and 1ecture
are combined

ll

10

6

2

5

2.5

17

12

6

...

...

3.3

7

5

3

8

12

1.3

13.

Bulletin board and
blackboard 5Pace

'

14.

!hseum or nuseum area

15.

Microscopes

ll

4

15

4

1

2.6

16.

Room 1ocated for window
gardens

ll

6

7

8

4

2.4

•

Each asterisk indicates an omission of the item by an answering teacher.
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Table 10. Rating concerning the desirability of certain teaching methods
4
Question

2
Usually
Desirable

10

8
9

4
14

1
2

2.3

9

.3

-

..

10
9

12
12

11

10

1
2

1
1

2.5
2.5

6

15

5

11

.3
8
?

l
l
1

2 •.3
2.1
2.5
1.9

Desirable
l. Field trips
2. Student drawings
.3. Motion pictures, film
strips, and slides
4. Group discussions, panel
discussions, committee
reports
5. ~source visitors
6. Studen~teacher unit
planning
?. Lecture and recitation
a. Teacher demonstrations
9. *Teaching from mimeographed
study guides
10. Assignments for individual
differences
ll. *Class assignments
12. *Laboratory exercises
1.3. Individual written
assignments
14. Assignments requiring
several sources
15. *Oral reading in your class

0
l
Undesirable
Usually
Undesirable

.3
Desirable

Highly

21

1

...

Numerical
Average
.3·.3
2.2
.3.6

8

9

10
10
10

.3

12

10

8

1

18
.3

8

5

2
11

5

11

1.3

?
10
6

.3.2
1.6
2 •.3

1.3

1.3

9

-

.3.1

16
.3

16
9

.3
?

...

...

1.3

1

.3.4
1.9

.3

..

-

1

\....)

•

Each asterisk indicates an omission of the item b.Y an answering teacher

N

Table 11.

Ratings concerning the necessity of the following items of equipment. and facilities

Question

l.
2.
J.
4.

;.
6.

7.
B.

..

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

•

Greenhouse •
Films. film strips
and slides
Aquarium and
Terrarium
A variety of reference publications
Microscope
H:xie1s, charts, and
specilllens
Display eases
Bookcases and
filing cabinets
Bulletin board and
blackboard space
Pupil tables
Audio-visual equip ...
ment. and facilities
Laboratory work
area
Laboratory manuals •
Mlsewa area
Demonstration
desk •••

0
4
1
2
J
Absolutely Necessary Necessary but.
Not. Necessary Unnecessary Numerical
Average
Necessary
Could do Without. but. Helpful
1

2

10

16

.5

1 • .3

ll

19

.5

...

-

J.O

8

16

9

1

1

2.8

1.5
24

16
9

3
1

1

20
10

14
10

1
1.3

-...

...

9

18

6

.30
12

11

6

-

5

18

1.3

1.5
1

1

3 •.3
.3.6

"

-

.3 • .5
2.5

1

..

J.O

-

1

-

3.9

4

...

..

.3.4

5

14
8
6

1
9
11

4
ll
ll

1
4
3

J.l
1.7
2.0

12

14

4

2

...

2 •.3

5

Each asterisk indicates an omission of the item

b,y

2

an answering teacher •

2.5

w
w
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Tables 12, 13, 14, and 15 represent the rank order of each question
in its particular section of the questionnaire (see appendix).

These

ranks were determined by the frequency with which the response occurred.

In order to determine the relative importance of the rankings of the
items in each of the five possible ranks, percentages were calculated
for all of the responses.

These are shown in tables 12 to 15 too.

Table 12 lists the rank orders of the nineteen teaching JMthods
and also the percentage of teacher selections in each category of

frequency.

It may be noted on this chart that abou.t fifty per cent of

the teachers in this study used models, charts, and specimens: class
assignments: and lecture and recitation methods very frequently.
Wbereas, about tventy-five per cent of the teachers never used science
clubs, resource visitors, laboratory manuals and printed diagraiiS as
instructional methods.
Table 13 lists the rank orders of adequacy of certain items of
equipment and facilities and also the percentage of teacher selections
in each category of adequacy.

IteJIS on the table which were near fifty

per cent of being entirely adequate are movie projectors, slide projectors, and Jll09'1e screens: bulletin board and blackboard space: and
rooJDS equipped for audio,..isual aids.

Some items were listed as miss-

ing in about twenty per cent of the schools.

They were aquarillWJ,

terrariums, tables for gr011p study, and laboratory work areas.
Table 14 lists the rank orders of teacher ratings of desirability
for certain teaching methods and also the percentage of teacher selections in each category of desirability.

Teaching methods which were

selected as being highly desirable by over fifty per cent of the answering teachers were:

field trips, assignnents for indiTidual dif ...

ferences, and the use of JROtion pictures, filll strips, and slides.

Table 12.

The

percentages and rank orders of frequency of nineteen teaching

~~ethods

Very frequently

Frequently

Occasional.ly

Rarely

Models, charts, and specimens
are used in instruction

62.9

25.7

5.7

5.7

2.

Class assignments

so.o

26.5

20.5

2.9

.3.5

lecture and class recitation

41.0

.31.5

20.0

11.4

-

instructional activities

28.6

48.6

17.2

5.7

...

5

Sinple analytical. drawings

25.7

40.0

28.6

5·7

6

Teacher demonstrations

20.0

42.9

.34.2

2.9

-...

7

Individual assignments

22.9

.37.2

22.9

11.4

5.7

8

Assignments that require several
sources

14 •.3

.37.2

.37.2

8.6

2.9

9.5

Using living specimens

20.0

.37.2

.34• .3

8.6

9.5

Group denK)nstrations, panel
discussions and committee reports

25.7

28.6

25.7

14• .3

5.7

8.6

.31.5

.34•.3

20.0

5.7

Rank Order

1

.3.5

Method

Motion pictures 1 fillll strips,
and slides are used 1n

u.s

Never

Laboratory exercises

\...)
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Table 12.

(Continued)

Rank Order

Method

Very frequently

Frequently

Occasion~

Rarely

Never

•

'Written reports of laboratory
work

17.2

28.6

22.9

u.4

20.0

lJ

Representative drawings

11.4

37.2

40.0

5.7

5.?

14

Students involved in survey,
discussion and decision of
teaching units

8.6

20.0

28.6

.31.5

ll.4

14.J

8.6

17.2

.31.5

25.7

11.5*

15

Laboratory manual.s and printed
diagrams are used in the
instruction

16.5

Resource visitors

2.9

5.7

J4.J

.31.5

25.7

16.5

Field trips

2.9

8.6

.34.J

.34.J

20.0

18.

Mimeographed study guides

8.2

8.2

14.7

44.1

20.0

19

Science clubs

8.6

2.9

17.2

17.2

54 •.3

•

Each asterisk indicates an omission of the item b,y an answering teacher.

\.I)
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Table 1.3.

Rank
Order

The percentages and rank orders of adequacy for certain itelll8 of equipment and facilities

Inadequate

Missing
ba.t Needed

Missing

Entirely
Adequate

Adequate most
of the Time

60.1
48.6

.31.5
.34•.3

5.7

17.1

-

2.9

2

MOvie projectors, slide projectors,
and movie screens
BulJ.etin board and blackboard epace

.3
4
5

Bookshelves and filing cabinets
Room equipped for audio-visual aids
Variety of reference materials

.34.3
45.8
.31.5

40.0
28.6
.34•.3

22.9
14•.3
28.6

2.9
2.9
2.9

2.9
8.6

6.5
6.5

Good fil.JM, film strips, and slides

25.7
31.5

48.6
u.4

20.0
42.9

...
u.4

5.7
2.9

.32.1
17.2
57.2

29.4
45.8
11.4

17.6
.34 •.3
2.9

5.9

14.7

2.9
11.4

17.2

1

Equipment and Facilities

Microscopes

9 • Laboratory and lecture area combined
MOdels, charts, specimens
9
Demonstration desk
9

...

12
12
12

Room located for window gardens
Tables for groap zrtudy
J.quariuJI

.31.5
.37.2
.37.2

17.2
14.3
14.2

42.9
14•.3
17.2

11.4
17.2
14•.3

2.9
17.2
17.2

14
1.5
16

Laboratory work area
Terrarium
Ml.seum or DUsewu area

.31 •.5
31 •.5
31 •.5

14•.3
.5.7
17.2

22.9
11.4
20.0

14•.3
.31 •.5
22.9

17.2
17.2
11.4

•

Bach asterisk indicates an omission of the item by an answering teacher,

\,.o,)

....;,

Table 14.

Rank

The percentages and rank orders of desirability for fifteen teaching method8

Method

Order

Highly
Desirable

Desirable

Usuall;r
Desirable

Usua.l.4'
Undesirable

Undesirable

Motion pictures, film strips. and slides
Assignments requiring several sources

65.8
45.8

25.7
45.8

8.6
8.6

-

...

2

3
4

Field trips
Assignments for individual differences

60.1
51.5

22.9
22.9

ll.4
20.0

2.9
5.7

2.9

5

Individual written assignments
Resource visitors

37.2
26.5

37.2
35.3

25.7
29.4

5.9

2.9

28.6
22.9

34.3
25.7

31.5
28.6

2.9
20.0

2.5
2.9

17.2
32.1

42.9
38.2

28.6
17.6

8.6
8.8

2.9
2.9

28.6
14.3

25.7
31.5

40.0
28.6

5-7
22.9

2.9

13.5• Oral readings in your class
13.5• Teaching from millleographed study guides

8.8
8.8

26.5
35.3

20.0
29.4

38.2
27.5

5.9
2.9

1.5 • Cl.ass assignments

8.8

14.7

29.4

32.3

1.4.3

l.

7 •
7
7

Group discussions, panel discussions,

and committee reports
Teacher demonstration

9.5 Student..teacher unit planning
9.5• Laboratory exercises
ll
12

•

...

Student drawings
Lecture and recitation

Each asterisk indicates an omission of the item by an answering teacher.

I.N
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Table 15.
Rank

'nle percentages and rank orders of necessity for certain items of equipment and facilities

Equipment and Facilities

Order

1
2
.3
4

5
7
7
7

Bulletin board and
blackboard space
Microscope
MOdels, charts, and
specimens
Audio....visual equipment
and facilities
Laboratory work area
FUms, film strips. and
slides
~variety of reference
publications
Bookcases and filing
cabinets

9.5 Display cases
9.5 Pupll tables
11••• Demonstration desk
12 •.5 Aquarilllll and terrarium
12.5 Hlseu.m area
14 • laboratory manuals
15 • Greenhouse

•

Not Necessary
Necessary but
Could do Without but Helpful

Absolutely
Necessary

Necessary

85.8
68.6

14•.3
25.7

..2.9

57.2

40.0

2.9

51.5
42.9

.37 .2
40.0

.31.5

Unnecessary

--

2.9

11.4
2.9

11.4

2.9

54 •.3

25.7

2.9

2.9

42.9

45.8

8.6

2.9

25.7

51.5

17.2

2.9

...

28.6
.34 •.3

28.6
.31.5

.37.2
17.2

5-7
14 •.3

2.9

.36.7
22.9
14•.3

42.8
45.7
17.2

12.2
25.7
.31.5

6.1
2.9
.31.5

2.9
8.6

2.9
2.9

24•.5

26.5
29.4

.32 •.3
47.0

n.8
14.7

5.9

.

Each asterisk indicates an omission of the item b.r an answering teacher.

...

\...,)
..,0

Teaching methods selected as being undesirable by over five per cent
of the teachers were class assignments and oral readings.
Table 15 lists the rank orders of necessity of some items of
equipment and facilities as selected by the answering teachers.

The

percentage of teachers selecting each category of necessity is also
shown.

It may be noted that over fifty per cent of the answering

teachers believed that bulletin board and blackboard space; microscopes;
models, charts, and spee111ens; and audio-visual equipment and faeili...
ties are absolutely necessar,y in biological science instruction.
Whereas, over ten per cent of the answering teachers believed green...
houses and laboratory llallUals are not necessar,y.
Discrepancies between practices and recommendations
Some discrepancies between the methods teachers use and those
which they recommend as being more or less ideal might be expected to
be found in arry given school systea.

included in the questionnaire.

So, two essay questions were

The purpose of these questions was to

help motivate the teacher to explain the reason or reasons for any
discrepancies which might occur in regards to teaching methods in
practice and those they recommend, and also to explain any discrep.
ancies in regards to equipment and facilities on hand and those
recommended.
The response to these questions showed that the teachers concerned
were definitely interested.

Some teachers elected to write pages of

co:mments, whereas, others wrote only a paragraph.

Mleh of the writing

overlapped what had been said in the questionnaire; however, JlllCh of
it was new and vitally significant to good biological science teaching.
This material was analyzed as follows.
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All the responses were carefully screened and nonessential
material and duplications were largely omitted.

Then each school was

identified, not by teacher, bttt the physical characteristics of the
school and the principal reason or reasons for the discrepancies
indicated by the teachers was stated.

In some cases, however, the

responses to the problems seemed to be so pertinent that they have
been quoted in full.
Bef'ore considering these statements • the principal areas of
discrepancies were tabulated and these are shown in table 16.

It

should also be noted that discrepancies which averaged less than a
numerical

o.6

were considered largely insignificant and are not

in~

eluded in the table.
Explanations for discrepancies in regards to equipment and facilities
.2!! hand

~

those recommended

Teacher No. 1, Large, Suburban Senior High School:
for these discrepancies is that our school is new.

The reason

Over a period or

years as funds are available our requirements should be filled.
Teacher No. 2, Small, Rural Senior High School:

Finance is the

limiting factor.
Teacher No. J. Small, Rural Senior High School:

"Many items are

on order and will be purchased when money is available. When we btty.
we buy the latest and the best.•
Teacher No. 4, Small, Rural Senior High School:

A lack of funds

and equipment is the li.JUting factor.

Teacher No. 5, Small, Rural Senior High School:

Lack of finance.

Teacher No. 6, Small, Rural Senior High School:

The most serions

limiting factor here is that our rooms are not equipped or built for
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Table 16. The major areas of discrepancies between teacher practices
and recommendations
Average rating
Of Practice

Average rating
Of Recommended
Practices

Difference

Field trips

1.3

3.3

+ 2.0

Motion pictures, film.
strips, and slides

3.0

3.6

+ o.6

Class assignments

3.2

1.6

- 1.6

IA:tcture and class
recitation

3.0

2.1

- 0.9

Resource visitors

1.3

2.9

+ 1.3

Assignlllents requiring
several sources

2.5

3.4

+ 0.9

Good fi.l.JI strips • films,
and slides

2.6

3.4

+ 0.8

!biels, charts and
specimens

2.5

.3.5

+ 1.0

Laboratory work area

2.3

3.1

+ 0.8

Ml.seum or mseum area

1.3

2.3

+ 1.0

Microscopes

2.6

3.6

+ 1.0

SUbject

Teaching Methods

Equipment and facilities
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ideal science work.

It is a regular classroom without a storage room

or sinks and water.
Teacher No. 7, Large, Urban Senior High School:

The school is

new and, therefore, we lack some items of equipment, especially a
filing cabinet.

Also, in the construction of this school no provision

was made for a greenhouse.
Teacher No. 8, Medium, Urban Senior High School :

Biological

sciences are usually assigned to teachers who teach the major portion
of the day in some other field and, therefore, lack the interest to
build a well equipped department in all respects.
Teacher No. 9, Small, Rural Senior High School:

The missing or

inadequate facilities and equipment are due to the economics iiwolved.
We often select the more important equipment and facilities at the
expense of other essentially important items.
Teacher No. 10, Medium, Suburban Senior High School:
(a)

I dontt feel that a green house is absolutely the
thing we need, but it would be nice. I have taught
with and without them I think I did about as good

in either case.

(b)

(c)

Pupil tables are fine and I wish I had them in
school. I have used them and not had them and
boy is there a difference. I think tables are
and for eleven years I have tried to get some.
spring once again they will be written down on
needs.

JV

Laborator,y work areas for the average high school I
dontt think are at all necessar,r. I would personally
rather have the additional money used for equipment
and

supplie~:s.

Teacher No.

u.

Sinal.l. 1 Rural Seni or High School:

No response.

Teacher No. 12, Large, Suburban Junior High School:
Teacher No .. 13, Medium, Rural Junior High School:
finance.

our
oh
a Jlllst
This

No response.
Lack of
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Teacher No. 14, Small, Rural Senior High School:

The reasons for

" • • • lack of funds and feeling by the

these discrepancies are:

board and superintendent that they are not necessary."
Teacher No.

15, Medium, Su.blrban Senior High School: No serious

discrepancies.
Teacher No. 16, Small, Rural Senior High School:

Lack of finance.

Teacher No. 17, Large, Rural Senior High School:

No serious

discrepancies •
Teacher No. 18, Large, Urban Senior High School:
established I haTe all the necessary equipment I need.
arxi facllities a teacher

ws:r

Now that I am
What equipment

have is dependent to a large degree on

his personality, drive, etc.
Teacher No. 19, MediUJil, Urban Senior High School:

Our equipment

is adequate in most cases.
Teacher No. 20, Large, Urban Senior High School:

No serious

discrepancies.
Teacher No. 21, Medium, Urban Senior High School:

No serious

discrepancies.
Teacher No. 22 1 Medium, Rural Senior High School:

Lack of

adequate funds.
Teacher No. 23 1 Small, Rural Senior High School:
these discrepancies are:

The reasons for

(1) lack of money, (2) lack of space. (J)

lack of time.
Teacher No. 24, Large 1 Urban Senior High School:

No discrepancies.

Teacher No. 25 1 Large Sublrban S.nior Hilh School:
serious discrepancy I have is in regards to microscopes.
for the lack of these is their cost.

The only
'!he reason
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Teacher No. 26 1 Medium, Rural Senior Hi.gh School:

The equipiiiBnt

is not adequate because the schoOl board does not have necessar,r funds.
Also, the classroom was originally bt11l.t with poor biological insights.
Teacher No. 2? • Medium, Urban Junior High School:

Ou.r most

serious discrepancy is in regards to ava1l.able microscopes.
microscope is available to all our general science sections.

Only one

The

extreme cost involved in purchasing this item is probably the reason
for its inadequac.y •

.

Teacher No. 281 Mediua 1 Urban Senior High School:

The room I

teach in is not equipped as a biological science classroom should be.
It is no different from regular classrooJM; and, therefore. many
recolllll8nded items are not present.
Teacher No. 29 1 Large, Suburban Senior High SchoOls

No major

discrepancies.
Teacher No • .30-a Large, Suburban Senior High School:
Teacher No. .31, Medi.um 1 Rural Senior High SchoOl:
for these discrepancies are:

Lack of funds.
The reasons

(1) inadequate building• (2) lack of

funds.
Teacher No • .32, Mediu:m1 Urban Junior High School:

The reason for

these discrepancies is that the administration does not

co~perate

with the needs of the biological science department.
Teacher No • .3.3 • MediUlll, Urban Junior High SchoOl:
Teacher No • .341 Small, Rural Senior High School:
Teacher No • .35 1 Medi.u.ll 1 Urban Junior High School:

No connent.
No discrepancies.
No discrepancies.

The most serious cause of the discrepancies between reco-.,nded

equipment and facilities and that actuall7 possessed was finance as
reported by these teachers.

Fifteen teachers reported that financial

factors were the chief cause of their inadequate equipment and

facilities.

Fiye reported that many of their inadequate conditions

were due to improper construction of schoo1 buildings.

Two reported

that disinterest on the part of the administration had caused them to
have inadequate or missing equipment and facilities.

Ten teachers re ...

ported that in their schoo1s there was no serious discrepancies between
the equipment and facilities on hand and those desired.

Three teachers

failed to respond in this question.
The sehoo1s where the teachers felt their equipment and facil ..
ities were inadequate or lllissing rut desired were largely situated in
rural areas.
Exp1anations for discrepancies in regards to teaeh:ing procedures ,!!1
practice and those recommended
Teacher No. 1 1 Large, Suburban Senior High School:

No serio.1s

discrepancies exist.
Teacher No. 2, Sma.l1, Rural Senior High School:

The princ1pa1

reason for these discrepancies in a mlllber of cases is the lack of
desirable teach:ing aids.
Teacher No. 3 1 SJI811. Rural Senior High Schoo1:

P1ant facilities

make it quite difficu1t to utilize some teaching Mthods and equipment.
Teacher No. 4, Slla11, Rura1 Senior High School:

No seri011s

discrepancies exist.
Teacher No. 5, Slllal.l., Rura1 Senior High School:
discrepancies except in the use of motion pictures.

No serious
Our particular

room cannot be darkened for good movies.
Teacher No. 6, SJIIa111 Rural Senior High Sehoo1:
The most serious discrepancy in our school is with
regards to field trips. We are 11mited for transportation
facilities to and from areas. A1so, JIIOst places of interest
are a full day's activity and require absence from school.
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On saturday .,st of the students work. However, I do take
SJII8.l.l groups of students out on saturday.

Teacher No. 7, Large, Urban Senior High School:
~ experience has demonstrated to me that teaching
methods or assignments that require groups of students to
work as colllllittees fail to produce adequate returns for the
time spent. Certainly student participation is the thing
desired bu.t in the initial phases of teaching it has to be
held to a minillwn and supervised very carefully. I feel that~
without trying to be too critical, what is sometimes called
good student activity is reallJ' very questionable and borders
on the nonsensical.

After students have been disciplined to the point where
they know how to recognize real values, then they ~ be
guided into some of the jobs of helping to plan the procedures
in the classroom.
The greatest task in class work for me bas been to get
students to squarely face a problem and honestly tr,r to solve
it. Some of the highly recommended free discussions in
classes is worse than a waste of tinle. Unless the maxi.num
of control is exercised, the students tflitt from one topic
to another in an aimless manner and fail to go deeply enough
into any topic.
The greatest amount of class participation possible,

bu.t very carefully guided and controlled• (has been more
suitable for ~ classes).
Teacher No. 8, Medium, Urban Senior High School:

No serious

discrepancies.
Teacher No. 9, Small, Rural Senior High School:

No serious

discrepancies.
The
reasons for these discrepancies ar :
(a)

Student drawings are in
cases of a poor quality
and do not represent DUch thought or effort. There
are many students that are unable to draw and therefore, the thing you are ~rying to establish you
kill or spoil.
I

(b)

Group demonstrations wor~ if you have a place and tbe
equipment to use, i f not J little value is gained.
There are some places an certain parts that will lerrl
themselves to the idea. I! you have groups of 45
students, the problem is more difficult.
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(c)

Teacher performed demonst ations tend to become a fiJced
route with little demonst ation or learning for the
students. A student or
o with teacher aid will do
better.

(d)

Class assignments have to be made when all of the
I hate this idea but
students buy the same te
I favor a
haven't been able to have
variety of texts on the s

(e)

Written assignments in hi
tend to be a busy work p
the students. You do DtY'
is all too often the the
report and pUe on the
giving the student 111ch o
Remenber your own case ; d
written assignment or fro

h school, as in college.,
ject and not a great aid to
th and I will do your biology
To set up a type written
and sheets of paper is not
an opportunity to learn.
d you learn more from the
some other sources.

(f)

Oral reading is a danger
unless you are sure of Y'
guy may not be able to re
him read or atteupt to re
people who wish he hadn•t
(when it) is done by the
well; bu.t lets watch our

r
r
d
d

Teacher No. 11, Sllall, Rural
Teacher No. 12 • Large , Subur
on the level of 8th and 9th grade s

practice in high school
ground. Some poor little
very well, and i f you have
orallJ' there may be two
Oral reading is fine
are sure can do it

nior High School:

no reSPonse.

Junior High School:

Oral reading

dents doesn't produce the results

it should.
Teacher No. 13 .. Medium, Rural

nior High School:

Adequate sup...

plies and equipment for demonstrati ns are a -.st in teaching general
science ; our school does not have t ese necessary items.

Field trips

have not been taken because
Teacher No. 14, Small, Rural S nior High School:

The reasons for

these discrepancies are:

k of proper facilities and in some

cases lack of biological knowledge

o conduct proper" (methods).

Teacher No. 1.5, Medium.. Suburban Senior High School:

No serious

discrepancies.
Teacher No. 16,

S~~~all,

Rural Senior High School:

There is not
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enough tiJne to perf'orm field trips.

No laboratory exercises are

possible because we have no facilit es.
been tried with regards to biology

Resource visitors have never

asses.

Teacher No. 17, Large, Rural J nior High School:

No serious

discrepancies.
Teacher No. 18 1 Large, Urban l.nior High School:

1\1 big problem is the field trp..p. I lmow -.y students miss
valuable learning situations. I Some teachers have tried them.
I found that the social studie~ trip ruined a unit for me.
}(y film (JIK)tivation in this calse) arrived while half rrf¥ class
was on this trip. I hesitate ~o use class time of other
teachers. I tried Saturday ~ Sunday trips. }(y students
work. They can•t take such tt,ips.
Teacher No. 19, Medium, Urban

nior High School:

In the main we have to dispen with some field trips even
though (they might be) de sir a le. The size of classes
together with the llUlllber of cjasses taught (makes these trips
impractical). Past e:xperienc~ has proven to me that field
trips mst be planned to the 4th degree or they become more
of a holiday than anything e~e.
In li\Y classroom procedure Jl1a.Y vary from day to day. It IIAY
be lecture or supervised stu
or a combination of both. We
1
make Jlll.Ch use of material thaj we have in oar JllllSeum case.

Teacher No. 20, Large, Urban

nior High School:

No serious

discrepancies.
Teacher No. 21, Medium, Urban Senior High School:
assignments and laboratory exerci

"Individual

s are desirable but not practical

with large classes and a heavy teaching load."
Teacher No. 22, Medium, Rural Senior High School:
ancies which might occur are dii'ec

Any discrep-

dependent upon the initiative

and capabilities of the teacher as well as upon the resourcefulness of

the group with which he is working.
Teacher No. 23 1 Small, Rural
necessary equipment and facUitie

nior High School:
for some :methods.

We lack the
Oar season is
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short; so we do not have much outsi e work.
Teacher No. 24, Large, Urban S nior High School:
Teacher No. 25, Large,- Suburb

45 students per class

in five clas

available to me for one hour -

No discrepancies.

Senior High School:

"With 35 to

s and onl:y having the students

fie d trips, are next to impossible as

are many other teaching procedures.
Teacher No. 26 • M:tdium, Rural
(a)

Field trips should

an important part of a class
ever, our school board and
faculty have ruled ou.t
field trips during the week
except saturday. Also,
e amount of money involved
for transportation and th use of school ruses for
transportation presents
other problem. (I personally
feel that if there was so way to spell ~biological
sciences" so that it s
ed like "athletical sciences•
the board and faculty wou d support us.)
in biological sciences.

(b)

Smaller classes woul
on an individual basis.
giving assignments to the
laboratory problem. Then
up to the individual abil
resourcefulness. Indivi
given during the laborato

greatly aid in assignments
is is somewhat overco111e by
whole class on a particular
the written report is left
ty of the student and to his
al help and instruction is
periods.

(c)

Resource visitors ar certainly desirable; but,
it is extremely difficult to have a person come in to
talk all day so that each through the day may hear him.
Possibly i f fewer classes were taught -- or arrangement
for more than one person to come at different times to
discuss the topic at hand, (the condition could be
elevated).

Teacher No. 27, Medium, Urban Junior High School:

A lack of good

facilities and equipment prohibits the use of many good teaching
methods.
Teacher No. 28, Medium, Rural Senior High School:

The greatest

single reason for these discrepancies is lack of time for preparation.
Teacher No. 29, Large, Suburban Senior High School:
discrepancies.

No major
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Teacher No. 30, Large, Suburban Senior High School:
Field trips are one of the best learning devices for students.
Because of certain practices at our school, these have to be
practically eliminated; also because of lack of funds,
individual laboratory work has to be held to a mininum.
I have always deplored the use of work books and J11aiJY
of the brief unmeaningful experiments in them. I have always
encouraged problems about the school, home, COJIIIIllnity, etc.
Teacher No. 31, Medium, Rural Senior High School:
for these discrepancies are:

The reasons

(1) administration prohibits them, and

(2) the expense of some training aids rules out their practical use.
Teacher No. 32, Medium, Urban Junior High School:

Lack of

administrative interest.
Teacher No. 33, Medium, Urban Junior High School:

No

co~nt.

Teacher No. 34 1 Small, Rural Senior High School:

No discrepancies.

Teacher No. 35, Medium, Urban Junior High School:

Field trips are

very difficult when the teacher has six periods a day.

Individual

experiments are desirable but not practical on the junior high school
level.
It may be noted that eleven teachers reported no discrepancies
between teaching methods in practice and those recommended.

Seven

teachers reported that because of the pressure of heavy teaching loads
they could not find time to use all of the desirable teaching methods.
Six teachers reported that although some teaching methods are desirable;
they were impractical in their particular situations.

Two teachers

stated that their administration discouraged some desirable tea ching
methods, and two teachers failed to respond to this question.
Many of the teachers from small rural schools reported that the

principal reason for not employing a greater variety of desirable
teaching methods was due to inadequate equipment and facilities.
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The remaining reasons for not using reported. desirable teaching
methods came f'rom a combination of both large and small. and rural and
urban schools.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCWSIONS

Summar.y

The teachers selected for this study taught general biology and
general science more than any other secondary school subject, and the,y
were also well educated in the biological sciences.

Their individual

teaching loads were somewhat above the national average, and their
respecitve degrees of college or university training were also above
what one would expect for a national average.

In fact, fifty per cent

had a Master's degree or the equivalent.
Some teaching methods were employed with great frequency by these
teachers while others were rarely used.

The teaching methods which

were used most frequently were, the use of nr:xiels, charts, and spec...
:imens in the instructional program; giving the entire class an
identical assignment; using lecture and class recitation methods;
utilizing motion pictures, film strips, and slides in instructional
activities; requiring sinple analytical drawings from the students;
and performing teacher demonstrations.

The teaching methods used

least frequently were organizing science clubs, util.izing mimeographed
study guides, going on field trips, and bringing in resource visitors.
The use of motion pictures, film strips and slides; assignments
requiring several sources; field trips; and individual assignments
were all designated as being highly desirable teaching nethods while
identical assignments for the entire class, teaching from mimeographed
study guides, oral reading, aDi lecture and recitation methods were
selected as being less desirable.
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Items of equipment and provisions for facilities were checked for
adequacy, and movie projectors, slide projectors, DOVie screens, bu1...
letin boards, blackboard space, bookshelves, filing cabinets, rooms
equipped for audio-visual aids, and a variety of reference materials
were listed in most cases as being adequate; whereas, nuseums, terrariums, laboratory work areas, aquariums, and tables for group study
were selected as generally being inadequate or missing.
Bulletin boards, blackboards, microscopes, models, charts, spec...
imens, and audio-visual equipment and facilities were generally listed
as being absolutely necessary for effective science teaching; whereas,
greenhouses, laboratory manuals. uusewn areas, aquariums, and terrariums were generally listed as not absolutely necessary.
Some discrepancies between actual practices and recommendations
were noted.

The areas where practices exceeded recommendations were

class assignments and lecture and class recitation methods.

In the

large majority of cases recommendations exceeded actual practices.
The areas where this situation principally occurred were field trips;
the use of motion pictures, fUm strips, and slides; resource visito;,:s;

and assignments requiring several sources.
The equipment and facilities which each teacher actually possessed
and how necessary these items were reconunended to be yielded some

discrepancies.

The itelll8 where these teachers felt the greatest degree

of necessity rut actually did not possess them to any marked neasure
were ntOtion pictures, slides, strips, models, charts, specimens,
laboratory work area, uuseum area, and microscopes.
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Conclusions
The foll.owing conclusions seem to be supported by the evidence in
this study:

(1) successful biological science teachers are in agree...

ment as to the methods and procedures of instruction they reconunend

and use;

(2) successful biological science teachers use a variety of

teaching methods rather than base their instruction on a few isolated
ones; (3) although much of the biological teaching equipment found in
Utah schools is considered adequate, this equipnent is by no means
ideal; (4) biological science facilities in Utah secomary schools are
generally considered less adequate than is the biological science
teaching equip1118Ilt; (5) equipment and facilities are unequally divided
among the schools.

Urban schools usually have the most adequate equip-

ment and facilities; however, teachers who have been established in a
rural area. and who have initiative and other personality attributes
often have acquired adequate equipment and facilities; (6) mst sue...
cessful biological science teachers in Utah have a high degree of
professional training; (7) most successful biological science teachers
have a considerable amount of specialized college training in

biolog~

ical sciences; (8) as a rule, successful biological science teachers
in Utah have teaching loads above the national average; (9) as a rule.
rural biological science teachers are expected to teach classes

out~

side of their college major; (10) most successful biological science
teachers are aware of their discrepancies between practices and
recOIIIJIIendations and are also vitally concerned with closing this gap;
(ll) generally speaking, good biological science teachers are greatly
concerned with teaching methods and procedu.res; (12) most successful
biological science teachers would like to integrate the il!mediate
commnity into more of their :instruction activities but find this is
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virtually impossible under the existing conditions; (1.3) most of these
good teachers

reco~~~~~ended

pupU-eentered teaching methods as opposed

to teacber-eentered teaching methods; (14) extreme teaching loads with
the teachers in this study made assignments for individual differences
ver.y difficult; (15) successful biological science teachers center
their teaching activities around concrete, as opposed to abstract.
subjects where possible and practical.
Ml:-s. Aleen B. Ivie, a biology teacher at West High School in Salt
Lake City, Utah (.35) has stated that:
Most of us (biology teachers) lack necessary fwns to
do an ideal job. We do the best we can with our funds. and
we struggle to correct our faults. I am on most of the
biology coJIIl'littees and I try to give constructive criticism
which I hope blproves our city situation. I feel we wlll
never have enough 1110ney; so I am convinced we JlllSt stu~ the
best teaching methods with limited funds.
This statement probably describes a 11ajor problem for biological
science teachers in Utah.
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CHAPTER V
RECOMMENDATIONS

Through several different sections in this e'bldy recoDIJIIII!tndations

have been lllade.

.Many of these were drawn from books or magazine

articles written by authorities in this field.

However, lll8llY recom-

mendations came as a result of analyzing the questionnairee, or inter..
viewing the teachers.

It is this latter type of recommendation with

which this section is mostly concerned.
Reco~~~~~endations

1.

for equipment

~

facilities

Biological sciences can not be taught effectively in regular class ...
rooms.

Even where crowded conditions exist, it is undesirable to

teach these subjects in rooliS which are not constructed for this
particular kind of instruction.
2.

Emphasis should be placed on obtaining an adequate supply of
desirable teaching aids.

J. Opaque projectors have been very helpful in teaching biological
sciences.
4.

Bach biological science claesroom should have soma type of library
which is situated in the individual class.

Too often library

.aterials are located in the general school library and are not
widely used.

5. Desks which cannot be mved are generally undesirable
ical science

in biolog-

classroo~.

6. A good witxlow location should be suppleamted with suitable
Jllaterials for growing plants.
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7.

An adequate classroom would contain storage space and sinks and

water.

8.

The teacher who intends to use the roOIIl should be consulted concerning its design wherever possible.

9. A variety of good textbooks is superior to one primary textbook.
10.

Pupil tables are highly desirable in enhancing biological science
teaching,.

ll.

H>re bioscopes should be purchased in connection with concrete
biological science teaching.

12.

A large felt board is desirable in biological science teaching.

13.

Animal cages are very helpful in biological science teaching.

14.

Tables of various shapes and sizes for group procedures are
recommended.

1.5.

Storage space is a very necessary item in science classroou.

16.

A usable micro-Projector is highly recollnlended, especially in
advanced biological science classes.

17.

A balopticon projector is valuable in making the subject matter
realistic and concrete.

18,.

A demonstration desk with gas and water facilities is essential
for certain aspects of successful biological science teaching.

19.

The practice of changing classrooms for certain demonstrations,
films, etc is an overall undesirable practice i f facilities can
be made available in the one classroom.

20.

The administration of secondary schools should foster and encourage teaching :methods Which bring the COJIIIIIUility ani the
student into direct contact for DUtual improveml'!lnt.
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Reco~~~~endations

1.

for teaching procedures

Encouraging students to take notes has been quite successful in
several. of the schools reporting in this study.

2.

Teaching procecblres which require the use of groups of students
(e.g. , collllllittee reports, panel discussions, etc.) are helpful
but 11111st be carefully planned.

J.

Teachers who teach biological sciences most of the day will
usually develop better biology departments; therefore, this kind
of situation should be fostered where possible.

4. Where it is possible, smaller teaching loads would help to insure
greater use of individual assignnents.

5. Where students do drawings of organisDIS, the stress should

be on

labels and not on representative drawings.

6.

In biological science teaching units it is often desirable to

have the teaching method, subject matter, etc. chosen and changed
by group procedures.

7.

Many of the teachers in this study recommend that student-teacher

planning of teaching units should be carefully directed by' the
teacher because the pupUs may stress a few units and eliJrlnate
necessities.

8.

Individual research by superior students often produces outstanding results.

9. Oral readings produce the best results when they are e.nployed in
connection with new data, unavailable data, and difficult material.
10.

Successful field trips nust be carefully planned and executed.

ll.

The desirability and adequateness of most teaching methods are
dependent upon the initiative and capabilities of the teacher as
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APPENDIX

6.5

To Utah Junior and Senior High School Principals
Dear Colleagues:

Among our students working for the Master's degree here at the College
is Mr. Gerald Raat. For a thesis problem he would like to study the
teaching of biology in our secondary schools.

Specifically, he hopes

to identify a few teachers who are recognized by their principals and
Sllperintendents as being outstanding in this field.

If he could get

the names of such teachers his study would be 11mited to them.

A. few years ago this general approach was tried by one of our graduate
students in the teaching of literature. I believe that study achieved
some significant reBUl.ts.
The purpose of this letter to you is to ask i f you would be wUling
to name any teacher of biological science to be included in the study.
Your reply will be kept stricUy confidential and the follow.-Qp work
with the teachers will be such as not to indicate that they have in any
wa;r been chosen because of their superior qualities. Rather, we hope,
that it wlll look like a general sampling of the biology teachers has
been made.
If you do have teachers 1n your system that you would like to nominate

to include in the study, please write the name and address on the
enclosed• staJrq:>ed card. You will note that this does not call for
your signature. Suit yourself about signing it.
Sincerely yours •
(signed) John

c.

Carlisle

Professor of Education
JCC/jcb
Enclosure
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UTAH STA'm AGRICULTURAL COLlEGE
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

March 11, 1955

One of our graduate students, Mr. Gerald Raat, is making a
study of the teaching of biology in the secondary schools. Your
principal has suggested you might be willing to cooperate with hi.m.
Enclosed herewith is a questionnaire which he would appreciate your
filling out. You will note that it is organized in such a way as to
take a minimum amount of time. When the information is received
from all the schools, he feels he can draw some significant con...
elusions.
A stamped envelope is enclosed for your reply. Please return the
completed questionnaire just as soon as possible. You may be
assured that your responses on this questionnaire will be kept
strictly confidential. After the results are compiled, we will be
glad to send you a copy of the findings i f you wish one.
Sincerely,
(signed) John

c.

Carlisle

Professor of Education
JCC/jcb
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Questionnaire for Teachers of Biological Science Subjects
Please check the appropriate items.
Biological science (s) you teach: Zoology _ _ , Biology _ _ ,
General Science _ _ , Botany_, Health or Heredity __ , Physiology _ _ ,
others (please specify) _ _ •
College training: Biological science teaching major_, Biological
science teaching minor_ _ , Other teaching majors and minors-----

--------------·
Number of periods you teach daily:
5 ___ , 6 or more _ .

1 _ _ , 2 - - • 3 __ , 4 _ ,

Number of periods you teach Biological subjects or General Science:
1 _ , 2 __, 3 - - ' 4 - - ' 5 --·
Average number of students per class:

15...20 __ , 20-25 _ , 25-30 __ ,

35 or above _ _•
Professional training: Below B. s.
M. s. or equivalent or above _ _ •
Professional e:xperience:

_,

B.

s.

or equivalent _ _ ,

1-4 years_ _ , 5..J.O years_, 10 years or above_.

Part I.
What is the frequency or extent in which you employ the following
teaching methods or procedures in your biological science classes ~ units?
Instructions: Please indicate your answer in the blank in the response
column by selecting the most appropriate word or words in the key.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

very frequently
frequently
occasionally
rarely
never
other (please specify)

1. _Field trips are taken to places of biological interest outside of
the immediate school area.
2. __Laboratory exercises are performed by individual students or small
groups of students.

3. __Resource visitors from the conmmnity are brought into the class to
help discuss or present a particular topic.
4. __Group demonstrations, panel discussions, and comndttee reports are
performed by the students.
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

very frequently
frequenUy
occasionally
rarely
never
other (please specify) - - - - - - - - - - ·

----------------------------------5.

Motion pictures, film. strips, and slides are utilized in
instructional activities.

6.

Sill!ple analytical drawings

7.

Assignnents are made for all in the class rather than on an
individual basis.

B.

!bdels, charts, and specinlens are used in instructional activities.

9.

lecture and class recitation methods are used.

o~

organisms are required.

10.

Laboratory manuals and printed diagrams are used in the
instructional activities.

11.

Written reports of laboratory work are required.

12.

Mimeographed study guide sheets or "syllabus" including student
study exercises to be completed are used.

13.

Living specimens are brought into the instructional activities.

14.

Representative drawings of the organisms being studied are
required.

15.

Science clubs are utilized to proJOOte interest and understanding
in biological studies.

16.

Individual assignments are JIIAde which require the use of several
sources. (e.g., newspapers, magazines, and books).

17.

Students are .i.rwolved in the survey, discussion, and decision
of teaching units.

18.

Assignments are made in recognition of individual differences.

19.

Teacher demonstrations are being performed before the class.

20.

others (please s p e c i f y ) · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Part II
Please 1ndieate the adequacy of the following items of equipment or
facilities whieh are considered desirable in biological seienee teaehing.
!nstruetions. Indieate your seleetion in the response eolumn
the alternatives in the Key.

b.Y using

m
a.
b.
e.
d.
e.

Provision
Provision
Provision
Provision
Provision

(s)
( s)
{ s)
(s)
(s)

or
or
or
or
or

eondition
eondition
eondi tion
eondition
eondition

(s)
(s)
( s)
(s)
(s)

is
is
is
is
is

entirelY adequate.
adequate most of the time.
inadequate.
missing and needed.
missing.

21.

A demonstration desk.

22.

A variety of textbook and referenee materials.

23.

A room equipped for audio..visual aids.

24.

MOvie projectors. slide projectors, and movie sereens.

25.

Bookshelves and filing eabinets are present.

26.

Good fi.lm.s, film strips. and slides are present.

27.

Models and eharts and speeimens are provided for.

28.

:Aquarium is provided for.

29.

Terrarium is provided for.

30.

A. laboratory work area is provided for.

31.

Tables to aeeommodate two or more pupils for group study are
provided for.

32. _ A laboratory and leeture area are eombined into one room.

33.

Bulletin boards and blackboard spaee are provided for.

34.

Museum or museum areas are available to biology classes.

35.

Microscopes are provided for.

36.

Room is loeated so that biological speeimens may be grown in
window gardens.

37.

others (please s p e c i f y ) - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -
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Part III

In teras of ~ experience which of the following methods or
procedures of instruction would you recomEnd for effective life science
teaching if you had the necessar,y facilities and equipment?
Instructions. Please indicate your answer at the blank in the response
column by selecting the most appropriate word or words in the key.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

highly desirable.
desirable.
usually desirable.
usuall.y undesirable.
undesirable.
other (please specify) •

.38.

Field trips •

.39.

Student drawings.

40.

Motion pictures, film strips and slides.

41.

Group demonstrations, panel discussions, and committee reports.

42.

Bringing resource visitors. etc • ., from the community.

4,).

Student-teacher planning of units.

44.

Lecture and recitation methods.

45.

Teacher performed demonstrations.

46.

Teaching from mimeographed study guides or "syllabus" including
student study exercises.

4?.

Assignments made in recognition of individual differences.

48.

Assignments made for whole class rather than on an individual
basis.

49.

Individual written assignments.

50.

Individual laboratory exercises.

51.

Assignments requiring the use of several sources.

52.

Oral readings in your class.

53.

other (Please specit,y)
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Part IV
If you were told you could order or prescribe any 1 tem. or condition
to aid effective learning in biological sciences, what equipment and

facilities would you order?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

I

\

I

absolutely necessary.
necessary.
necessary but could do without.
not necessary but helpful.
urmecessary.
other (please specify)

----------------------------------------·

54. _ _Greenhouse.

55.

--'Fll.ms, film strips, slides.

56.

Aquarium and terrarium..

57.

Variet,y of reference publications.

sa.

Microscopes.

59.

Models, charts, and speci.JYJ'ms.

60.

Display cases.

61.

Bookcases and filing cabinets.

62.

Bulletin board and blackboard space.

63.

Pupil tables.

64.

Audio and vi5Ual. equipment and facilities.

65.

Laboratory work area.

66.

Laboratory manuals.

67.

MUseum area.

68. _ _Others {please s p e c i f y ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ·
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Part V
Essay:

Please indicate your answer {s) by writing a short explanation.

1. In the preceding sections you may have checked some teaching methods
as highly desirable or desirable • but you may have also indicated that
their frequency of use was either rarely or never. If so9 your
explanation for the difference would be helpful.

)
I
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2. In the preceding sections you may have cheeked some iteJM of
equipment or provisions for :facilities as being inadequate or missing.
but you may have also recoDim9nded these as necessary. If' so, your
explanation for the lack of these necessary items would be helpful.
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.3. I am anticipating a follow..up visit to some of the classrooms
which are included in this study. The purpose of this visit would be
to determine some factors not included in this questionnaire. If I
may visit you and your school. please indicate below.

Teacher ------------------------School - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Room No. -------------------Best Time - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Sincere thanks for your response and prompt return of this
questionnaire.

